
Are you being serfed? 
Or  

I’m free, at least for the moment 

Basing 

Army Commanders - 80mm dia base with a vignette on it, I use 3 figures. 

Battle Commanders – 80mm dia base with a vignette on it, I use 2 figures. 

Infantry - 60x60mm base with figures as you see fit. 3 bases to a unit. Exception – European Mercenary Pike are on 2 
off 60x80 mm bases. 

Cavalry – 60x60mm base with 2-3 figures. 3 bases to a unit. 

Artillery – 60x80mm base with 3 crew for light and 4 crew for heavy bombards. 1 bases to a unit. 

Dice D10 

0 = 10 always a hit regardless of any modifiers 

1 = always a failure regardless of modifiers 

In any tests, success is achieved if roll plus/minus modifiers is ≥5 (unless a 1 or 10 is rolled). A roll of 10 with -6 
modifiers is still a success due to the 10 and a roll of 1 with +4 is still a failure due to the 1. 

Quality Ratings 

Leaders  

These can have a quality rating of Inept, Pondering, Effective or Exceptional. These are reflective of the command 
radius (CR) they have. The better the leader, the better control they have over their units. Generals must have line of 
sight to the other commanders/units to activate them. Therefore on most tables if an exceptional general is on a hill 
in the middle of the table edge there will be very little they would not be able to activate. 

Rating Command Radius (CR) 

Inept 12” 

Pondering 24” 

Effective 36” 

Exceptional 48” 

Leaders can only activate units under their command even if other units are within their CR. 

Units 

Every unit is rated for their Fire, Melee and Morale. These ratings are added to any appropriate rolls. 

Quality Modifiers 

Rating Modifier 

A +2 

B +1 

C 0 

D -1 

E -2 

 

Armour 



A vital aspect of protection for any medieval army. There are 5 grades of armour in these rules: 

Type Benefit Description 

None 0 Self-explanatory 

Light -1 Leather 

Medium -2 Chain/partial plate 

Heavy -3 Plate 

Extra Heavy -4 Plate with Barding 

  

Shields were not in great use during this period but a simple solution is to move up one grade if you wish to consider 
shields. Pavaises are covered in the combat section. 

Strength points (SP) 

 This is the strength of the unit. The total is how many dice it attacks with. Every time a unit is hit this total is 
reduced by 1. 

  Infantry and cav Units 3 SP 

  Pike Units 4 SP 

  Artillery 1 SP per crew member therefore 3 or 4 SPs 

The Turn 

Unit Activation 

The basis of the turn is the activation deck of cards. Depending on the level of play this could be for each unit, 
Retinue or battle etc. The larger the games the higher up the command chain the cards represent. In the deck there 
needs to be a card for: 

Each unit – Infantry, cavalry, artillery unit. (Ideal for small scale games). 

Each Commander (Army/Battle) 

Fate/Fortune – This card adds a little randomness to the game. Roll 2 D6 of different colours. One being 10s the 
other units and refer to results at end of rules. The result is applied to the appropriate unit/s.  If you are not a fan of 
the odd curved ball you can leave it out. 

End of turn – Return all drawn cards to the deck, shuffle and start next turn. All units that have not been activated 
this turn may be activated but can only carry out fire. No morale checks, melee or movement allowed except for 
routers. 

Procedure 

A card is drawn and all units under that commander and within command may be activated. This means that a unit 
may be activated many times during a turn. A CiC card would activate not only his direct commanded units but also 
any sub commanders who are within range who in-turn activate their units within command. Later in the turn the 
sub-commanders card may be drawn and units may again be activated. This carries on until the end of turn card is 
drawn. 

Orders 

When a unit has been activated it is given an order. 

Move – units may move a max of distances below including max of 1 wheel. Measurements are from centre 
of a unit.  Note: Artillery may not move from deployment location but may wheel 1”, no other actions 
allowed. 



Rally - may be used to attempt to rally a shaken or routing unit. No other movement is allowed even if a fail. 
If pass unit is rallied. Shaken becomes normal and routed becomes shaken but my form up on the spot in any 
formation and direction. 
 
Hold – This order is given to troops wishing to hold their ground for activation later in the current turn (must 
be activated before end of turn card, or action lost). Unit must pass a morale test to be reactivated later. 
Failure will only cause them to miss turn and does not affect morale status. 
 
Reload – This is only applicable to unit capable of firing.  

Artillery - Once fired it take 3 or 4 turns to reload. Time is equal to the size of the original crew size. 
Add one additional turn to reload for every crew casualty. E.g. Heavy bombard (4 Crew) has fired but has 
only 2 crew left will take 6 turns to reload.  

Bow, Handgun, Throwing spear, and X bow armed units - Units which have low ammo may be 
issued this order when the supply wagon is next to them to restock on ammo.  
 
Formation Changes – Any formation change will take a full turn unless a morale test is passed when it will 
only take 50% of turn. Remain movement only is at new formation rate. E.g.  Infantry unit in a march column 
moves to mass formation and passes morale it will still have 3” if unarmoured while a heavy or extra heavy 
unit would have no movement left due to the armour deductions. 
 
Charge – This order is issue to enable a unit to engage in melee. See process below. 
 
Melee – This order is used to activate a unit that is already engaged in melee. Melees continue until one or 
both units break. 
 
Fire – Issued to any unit with ranged weapons. Bows, X Bows, handguns and Throwing spears. Units issued 
this order may also move up to 50% of max move but suffer a -1 modifier. 
 

Formations 

March Column – Formation used to get a unit where it needs to be in the quickest time but not one to EVER 
get caught in. Represented by one base after another. 

 Formed – This is basically the unit’s fighting formation. Normally represented by the 3 bases side by side.  
Formed units can also be classed as massed – dense block of soldiers or loose - soldiers forming a more open 
structure. 

 Artillery – Are always formed ie Deployed. They may never limber and may only wheel 1” per turn. No firing 
if any movement. 

Movement 

Type/Formation Move”* Rough Charge 

Infantry March Column 10 1/2 NA 

Infantry Formed Mass 6 1/2 X2 

Infantry Formed Loose 8 1/4 X2 

Mounted March Column 20 1/2 NA 

Mounted Formed Mass 10 1/2 X2 

Mounted Formed Loose 14 1/4 X2 

Artillery Unlimbered (Pivot Only) 1 NA NA 

Commanders 20/10** 1/2 X1 

Supply waggons 2D6 NA NA 

*-1” per armour benefit e.g. Retinue archers in med armour, formed mass would have a move of 4” while 
mercenary hand-gunners Formed loose in heavy armour would have a move rate of 5” 

** Mounted/Foot 



Firing 

Weapon Short Standard range Long range 

Throwing spears 1” 2” 4” 

Bow/X Bow 4” 8” 16” 

Handguns 3” 6” 12” 

Longbow 6” 12” 24” 

Artillery Light NA 20” 40” 

Artillery Heavy NA 30” 60” 

Procedure 

Units attack with a number of dice per unit. Roll dice add/subtract modifiers. For each result ≥5 target unit must 
check morale. For each fail, target unit receives a casualty. 

Firing through units - Units block line of site if formed mass. Firing, not artillery can be through loose units. 

Overhead firing – Artillery on a hill may fire over own troops only if distance from gun to own troops is less than own 
troops (Not gun) to enemy. 

Fire Table 

Modifier Situation 

+/- Fire quality rating 

+1 Short range 

+2 Enfilade 

-1  Low ammo 

-1 Target moved this turn 

-1  Firer moved  

-1 Firing unit is Shaken 

-1 Target has Pavaise 

-1 Long range 

-1 Target is loose or Artillery 

-1  Target, soft cover* 

-2  Target, hard cover* 

-2 Firing mounted 

-? Target’s armour benefit 

*Soft = Trees, Hedges and fences etc. Hard = Palisade, Building. 

Eg. 

Norfolk’s retinue longbows have been patiently waiting for the advancing Henry Tudor’s Welsh spears to advance 
within 6”. Norfolk’s fire quality is B(+1), Range is short +1, Target moved -1, Target armour 0. Therefore bonus is 
+1 in total to the die rolls so Norfolk only need a 4+ on any of his 3 dice to score a hit. He rolls a 4, 6 and 8 so all 
three are hits. Henry Tudors must take 3 saving throws. If any are failed then that means a casualty has been 
inflicted and a further morale check must be made.  

Elsewhere on the battle field  

Oxford’s levy bows attempt to hit a unit of Northumberland’s foot knights. The range is 12” and neither side has 
moved. Oxford has already lost 1 SP, is shaken and has low ammo, while the knights have heavy armour. 

Oxford -1 D quality, -1 shaken, -1 Long range, -1 low ammo,-3 target’s armour =-7 this would mean a 12 needed on 
a D10, as this is impossible they are still rolled and only natural 10s hit. He rolls 2 dice (due to casualty) getting a 3 
and a 9. Close but no cigar. Foot knights can advance again if activated and move their normal 3” (6-3 Armour). 

Charges 



To initiate a melee, a unit must be issued with Charge orders. No pre-measurement is allowed. If fails to 
contact the target of the charge, it makes a full move in the direction and stops. Any unit that charges and 
fails to contact target automatically becomes shaken.  

 No charges if shaken 

 Formed Mass foot may only charge - foot and artillery. Mounted engaged in melee. 

 Formed Loose foot - may only charge other formed loose foot, deployed artillery or flank rear foot 

 Horse may charge – Any, but if Formed massed foot, non-shaken pike or formed mass horse from 
front must pass morale to do so. 

 Horse may not charge a defended obstacle or Artillery. 
 

The target of a charge may attempt to respond in any of the following ways if able to: 

 STAND AND FIRE 

Missile armed units may choose to stand and fire.  Work out the range at which they fire. Roll 1D6 
Horse, 2D6 Foot and 3D6 artillery and apply Fire modifier. If result is higher than the distance the 
charges are starting from, the target has too little time to fire. If the fire results in any hits, the 
charger is to take a morale check. If it is failed then charge is halted at the fire range but is not 
shaken. If passed then move to target and target tests morale. If fail and already shaken they will 
rout. Charging unit adds 1D6 for foot and 1D10 for mounted to remaining charge move. If this 
allows them to hit routing unit then routing unit is removed from play. Charging unit is shaken. 

 EVADE 

Steady horse, Formed loose and artillery crews may attempt to evade. Target rolls 3D6 if horse 
and 2 D6 if foot and moves that distance directly towards own base line and is automatically 
shaken. If already shaken then unit routs. If charger still has enough movement to catch evaders 
then unit is caught, destroyed and removed from play. A successfully evading unit continues to 
move 3D6 or 2D6 towards its own edge until rallied or removed at table edge. 
 
 COUNTER CHARGE 
 

Steady horse may elect to Counter Charge.  Unit must test morale. If successful the charger is 
moved 50% of charge move towards the target and the remaining distance is halved between both 
units. If the chargers move is more than distance between units then the charged unit is caught at 
the halt or if the target fails morale check. This failed test does not make them shaken for morale 
purposes when hit by charge. 
 
 STAND 

Unit decides to stand and receive the charge. 
 

 

 

 

Melee 

Procedure 

 If the melee is a result of a charge then the charging unit gets first attack. If target survives then they may 
fight back. 



 If melee is a second + round of fighting after a charge then both units are activated at the same time and 
casualties worked out simultaneously.  

Units attack with a number of dice per unit. Roll dice, add/subtract modifiers. For each result ≥5 target receives a hit. 
For each hit, unit must check morale. For each failure, target unit receives a casualty. If casualty received then 
another morale check will be required. 

Melee Table 

Modifier Situation 

+/- Melee quality rating 

+2 Attacking a formed unit in flank or rear 

+2 Attacker Is formed, defender is loose or crew 

+2 Stationary pike Vs Charging Mounted 1st round only 

+1 Charged or counter-charged first turn only 

+1 Mounted formed mass charging ( In addition to above) 

+1 Mounted Vs Foot 

+1 Won last round of melee 

+1 Battle commander attached 

+2  CinC attached 

-1 Attacking uphill 

-1 Attacker is Shaken 

-1 Per subsequent melee round (max -3) 

-1 Target in rough ground ( only if attacker is not) 

-1 Target in soft cover 

-2 Target in hard cover 

-?  Opponents armour benefit 
We use white and red chips to record melee round white = 1 and red =2. 

Attached commanders – Any unit that receives a casualty and claimed the bonus of an attached commander must 
see if commander is a casualty. 

Roll a D10 and if result is less than the no. of hits received then the commander is a casualty instead of a hit on the 
unit. 

Score Result 

1-2 Glancing blow no effect 

3-4 Wounded– may not issue orders next turn or add bonus 

5-6 Horse killed if mounted/Knocked out if foot – Miss next turn replace mounted with foot model  

7-8 Killed – all units within command range take morale test. Fail leave table, pass now under command of 
CinC but morale -1 level 

9-10 Taken prisoner - capturing unit’s morale is immediate ok and quality increases by 1 to max A.  
All units within command range take morale test. Fail leave table, pass now under command of CinC but 
morale -1 level 

 Winner is side that inflicted more casualties. If no casualties then number of hits. 

 Losers test morale again 

 If OK loser moves back 1” per casualty/hit difference, attacker stays in contact 

 If one side is routed: 
o Infantry can choose to stand or follow up if morale OK Treat as evade process. 
o Shaken Infantry must pass morale to follow up 
o Cav must pass morale NOT to follow up.  

 

Morale 

 Units can be forced to take a morale check for many reasons. 



Wishing to charge enemy 

Received hits from fire or melee 

Received casualties 

Lost melee (more casualties than opponent) 

Receive a charge 

Activating a unit with “hold” orders 

Cavalry not wishing to follow after melee 

Rally Morale 

Commander or CinC killed 

Note: Hits are hits and not casualties unless they are not saved. 

Process 

 Roll 1D10 and add modifiers.  

 Note Roll of 1 is always a fail and 10 is always a pass regardless of modifiers. 

Morale table 

Modifier Situation 

+/- Melee quality rating 

-1 Unit is Shaken 

-1 Per Casualty in unit 

-1 Under artillery fire 

-2 Unit is out of command (>8” of commander/4” of friend in command) 

-2 Lost Melee 

-2 Enemy unit with 6” of flank/rear with no friends  

+1 Battle commander attached 

+1 Unit in soft cover 

+2 Unit in hard cover 

+2 CinC Attached 

Results 

Received hits in melee/ received hits from fire 

Score Result 

≥5 Pass – hit is not converted to a wound 

<5 Fail – hit is converted to a wound and another test, see below. 

 

Received any wounds/Lost melee/Receive a charge/Commanders killed  

Score Result 

≥5 Pass – morale stays at current state 

<5 Fail – Morale state goes one level worse 

 

Cavalry not wishing to follow-up after victory in melee/Shaken infantry wishing to follow up 

Score Result 

≥5 Pass – Unit may stand 

<5 Fail – unit must follow unit 

 

Rally Morale 

Normal ←Shaken ←Routed 

Score Result 



≥5 Pass – morale improves one state 

<5 Fail – morale stays at current state 

 

Fate/Fortune 

C-in-C 

Apply to next commander card drawn 

11 Brilliant – Units may be activated twice.  

12  Rousing speech – All units within command may add +1 to melee or fire rating. 

13 Cunning signal – may activate any one battle commander, even if beyond command radius. 

14 Unhorsed/stumbles – Miss turn while chases down his mount or regains dignity after slip. 

15 Commander hit – Roll D6:  

1-2 light wound miss turn 

3-4 Serious miss two turns 

5-6 Killed – all units within 12” test morale.  Promote Battle commander to CinC (Choose) 

16 A horse a horse – CinC fears for safety and flees. All within 24” check morale. Randomly promote Battle 
commander to  CinC. 

Battle Commander 

21  Dashing hero – Units may be activated twice 

22 To me – routing unit within 12” immediately rally to shaken 

23 Unhorsed/stumbles – Miss turn while chases down his mount or regains dignity after slip 

24 I’m not sure – All units under command are withdrawn 6 “even if in melee. Act normal afterwards 

25 Pig Headed – Battle commander refuses to accept orders from C in C. Units under his command may not be 
activated by CinC. 

26 Who wants to live forever? – All units in command must advance towards enemy and attempt to melee. 

Foot 

31    Rousing sermon from bishop steels the men’s resolve.  Randomly select unit and add +1 to morale base 
value. 

32 Poachers, god loves them - Randomly select a unit capable of firing. These have a higher than average 
poacher ratio so get +1 ability. 

33   Bad arrows – never should have bought those cheap arrows. Random archer unit gets -1 to ability 

34 Random unit of missile troops are startled by taking off birds, miss turn. 

35 We aren’t going to win – Random unit, normal becomes shaken, shaken becomes rout and routed removed 
immediately from table. 

36 Our time is up – Random unit, not knights/retinue if any, miss their families so head home. Remove 
immediately from play 

Horse 



41 Charismatic Captain - any one mounted unit may be activated twice 

42 Superb mounts – movement is increased by 1” for rest of game 

43 What’s that coming over the hills, it’s ......? Unit is sent to nearest table edge to investigate dust cloud. 

44  Too noisy – Mounts are too skittish -1” movement for rest of game 

45 Blown horses –unit becomes -2 movement until rested. (No movement for D6 turns will remove minus) 

46 Let’s settle this, NOW - must advance towards enemy to engage in Melee. 

Artillery 

51  Experienced gunner - +1 to hit for rest of game 

52 Wrong shaped balls! – Wrong ammo delivered, may fire as on low ammo 

53 Poor powder – range is halved for rest of game 

54  I can’t see the enemy, too much smoke. Must fire at friendly unit closest to the enemy 

55  Master gunners goes missing, pub must be nearby. Unit deserts. to join him. Remove gun 

56 Boom – “no thumbs” Hargreaves drops the match in the powder. Remove gun. 

Battlefield each side rolls 2D6, the highest scorer gets the action 

61 Reinforcements- roll D6 and randomly draw units. They appear on random edge 

62 Master spy – provides you with info. May review the next 4 cards, reorganise and place back on deck 

63 The people are behind us – a unit of local spears turn up to support you.  Attach to any battle commander 
and enter on own table edge. 

64 The food is off. Roll D6 for each unit in next battle drawn. 5+ means they suffer a casualty  

65 Where did these clouds come from? Sudden short down pour means no fire this turn for activated battle on 
as strings are removed and powder covered. 

66  God forgive me – next battle commander not CinC declares he believes in the others fight.  Roll D6 for each 
unit in command 1=unit panics, routs and is removed. 2-3 Unit disobeys the commander, become shaken 
and now under command of CinC. 4-5 discuss news and miss go, check again next activation. 6 = Unit 
changes side with commander   


